
Speed, Stability, Sustainability

These critical factors for software delivery enable 

businesses to respond to ever-shifting market 

demands and customer needs in the digital age.

But for Development and Operations teams in 

traditional enterprises, accelerating software 

delivery without compromising quality can seem 

an impossible challenge.   

Legacy systems, technical debt and a lack of 

relevant skills in the workforce. Data security, 

compliance, cloud migration and optimisation. 

Team leaders want to drive digital transformation, 

but in the face of such complexity and conflict, 

IT can become a blocker rather than an enabler 

of innovation.

Continuous delivery
=

competitive advantage

CD is a tried and tested approach to overcome 

these issues. With the help of automated tools 

and agile working practices, new features are 

developed, tested, deployed and released in 

short cycles. Features are handled individually, 

not batched-up in cumbersome releases. This 

empowers the business to steal a march on the 

competition with product and service updates in-

sync with customers’ evolving needs.

Highly-Skilled Engineers

We assess the software development lifecycle, 

then enhance it with tools from major vendors. 

Our DevOps and Cloud engineers have the 

tenacity and capability to address notoriously 

problematic areas, such as automated testing.

We are backed and accredited by major 
vendors of continuous delivery tools

Our library of proven patterns, practices and 

playbooks can be adapted to meet specific 

needs. It means we get the job done quickly and 

cost-effectively.

Key Benefits

• Faster time-to-market

• Product differentiation

• Risk reduction

• Customer satisfaction 

• Efficiency and cost-

effectiveness

Continuous Delivery
Adopt modern software development methods and technology to 

improve team capabilities and accelerate innovation.
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Seamless, Reliable  

Performance Improvement

Whether you’re new to CI/CD or your early attempts to implement it 

had limited success, DevOpsGroup can help. We unravel complexities 

and improve performance with industry-standard automation tools. And 

we have a strong track record helping large enterprises with multiple 

operating systems achieve seamless, reliable performance.

Our CI/CD ‘Pipeline Assessment’ gains detailed insight of the status 

quo and determines the desired end-state. Then we deliver training, 

consultancy and engineering via specialist DevOps Engineering Squads, 

coaches and consultants.

Qualified engineers handle factors like technology optimisation, 

orchestration and environment automation. Then we energise and 

enhance internal teams, building capabilities, addressing knowledge 

gaps and increasing capacity. From scalability and reliability to 

deployability and observability, our engineers ensure software choices 

are geared towards specific performance and uptime requirements.  

About DevOpsGroup

DevOpsGroup empowers you to achieve more in the digital economy by reinventing IT. Our engineering, 

training and consultancy services embed DevOps ways of working and facilitate Cloud transformation. By 

enhancing the capability and capacity of internal 

teams, we unlock innovation, boost efficiency 

and drive competitive advantage.

At DevOpsGroup, theory meets the real-world. 

We understand that technology is only one 

part of the equation. That’s why we also focus 

on cultural factors to instil an adaptive mindset 

across every client’s business. 

We work with businesses of all sizes and sectors, 

from long-established enterprises undergoing 

transformation to disruptive start-ups looking to 

scale with stability. Get in touch to find out how 

we can make your IT an enabler of growth and 

commercial success.

“DevOpsGroup showed us 

what ‘good’ looks like. They 

challenged our thinking and 

what we accepted as normal.”
Programme Manager 

Global Online Fashion Retailer

Key features

Practitioner-led

Our hands-on approach 

means we transform 

software delivery and drive 

tangible improvements.

Vendor-agnostic

We build best-of-breed 

tooling to meet specific 

business needs.

Accredited training

DOG Academy nurtures 

Agile and DevOps ways 

of working, galvanising 

teams to innovate. 

Get in touch to discuss our range of CI/C Engineering, Training and Consultancy services.

0800 368 7378 team@devopsgroup.com www.devopsgroup.com


